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ABSTRACT
It is well known that to define a safe drillable pressure profile requires a low side bounded by formation
pressures and an upper side defined by the fracture pressure combined with their associated
uncertainties. In more complex settings, such as during development drilling and extended reach wells, it
is more common to include a collapse pressure curve in order to determine the mudweight to prevent
compressional or tensile failure. Typically, during the design stage, these profiles used as a basis for
selecting casing points and drilling parameters.
Any pore pressure model should be developed early in the E&P cycle, and then refined as new data
become available, when a prospective area becomes of exploration focus, and when field development is
to be undertaken. The best practice workflow requires a full 3D understanding (via inversion) of the facies,
their geometries, and the elastic properties in combination with well-based observations and a processdriven approach to build a coherent geologically-aware pressure model.
In this presentation we will present global case studies on a best practice approach to pore pressure
modelling through integration of multiple data sets (offset well data, elastic and inversion properties,
geological interpretations).
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